
 
Character Assessment  
Southlea Road & Beaulieu Close 

 
Character Area…….…Southlea Road, beyond the Conservation Area, and Beaulieu Close 
Assessor(s)……………..MC (and resident)… 
Date, day and time…Southlea Road 10, 11 & 13 July 2020; Beaulieu Close 15 October 2020. 
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1. Topography & Zones 
Topographically the area is part of the flood plain to the east of the River Thames. It is flat and low 
lying and Southlea Road has been embanked to 19m. It includes the west bank of the Thames and the 
Water Intake Channel for Datchet Reservoir. Beaulieu Close lies off Southlea Road, on the edge of the 
open space which makes up the Green belt; it is a low-lying flat area, about 18.5m.  
 
Historical development (from Janet Kennish’s The Link Collection and Datchet History website) 
Southlea Road was constructed in 1850 when Datchet Bridge, at the foot of the High Street, was 
demolished and a new road was necessary to link the new Albert Bridge to the village and Old 
Windsor. This road was originally a lane which now leads to Southlea Farm and onwards to the river, 
but did not ever cross it. Today the lane is private, but the new road, B3021, is the main route 
between Windsor — Datchet — Staines and the M25. This road was widened and straightened in 
1964 and two lay-bys were created as the S- bend was cut off. Nevertheless it winds and narrows to 
the south. It is joined by Beaulieu Close and the Southlea Farm track. 
 
Beaulieu Close was eventually built in the 1970s although the family of Charles and Nelson Masters 
had owned the land since 1933. The Second World War prevented development and then after the 
war it was further delayed by the site’s designation as Metropolitan Green Belt. It was the 1970 
Buckinghamshire Plan which changed the situation, as Masters’ land was one of the major sites 
recommended for new housing. Laing was one of the big building companies alerted by the Plan, and 
the land was sold to the firm by Nelson Masters in about 1970, when planning permission was finally 
granted. The name Beaulieu Close was an appropriate partner for Montagu Road, both referring to 
the Lord of the Manor’s titles. The passageway from Beaulieu Close through to Montagu Road and 
over the railway footbridge to the recreation ground was identified as an important footpath route in 
the Datchet plan before any building work was begun.  
 
Historical maps 
The following progression of maps shows how development has taken place in the area and how a 
large part of Southlea has remained relatively unchanged for centuries. 
1761 Berkshire Survey                                   1833 Enclosure map 
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1868 map sections 

 
 
 
 
1899 map                                                                                  1923, southern section (Zone 2) 
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1923 map  central section  (Zone 1)                               1960s (Zone 3, including Beaulieu Close first 
phase) 

 
 
 
Current Ordnance Survey map 
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Aerial view, Google maps 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Green belt and Conservation Area 

 
The Conservation Area is indicated 
by the dark red outline. This 
assessment focuses on the area to 
the south of the Conservation Area. 
(There is a separate Character 
Assessment for the Conservation 
Area.) 
 
The Green Belt, indicated in green, 
surrounds the main settlement of 
Datchet. The riverside and 
properties beyond Beaulieu Close, 
south of the water intake, are in the 
green belt.  
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Flood zones 
The majority of Southlea Road is in flood zone 3, as is Beaulieu Close. There are small areas in flood 
zone 2 including some sections of Southlea Farm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ZONES  
The area can conveniently be divided into 
three zones: 
 
 
Zone 1 Southlea Road Urban Area (about 
20%) from south of the house named 
Riverbank to the Water Intake, which is part of 
the built up area of Datchet.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Zone 2 Southlea Road Rural fringe (about 
80%) from the Water Intake to the Albert 
Bridge, which is a farming area scattered with 
farm buildings and a few houses. This section 
is in the Green Belt. 
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Zone 3 Beaulieu Close 
Urban area, set between Southlea Road to the 
west, Montagu Road to the east and Southlea 
Farm to the south 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2. Land uses 
Zone 1. The Conservation Area stops after the house called 
Riverbank (9 Southlea Road). The zone is residential with the 
east side taken up with gardens of detached houses which are 
mainly put to mature shrubs, trees, walls, fences, drives and 
parking. There is an electricity sub-station next to the last house, 
right. On the west is one large bungalow which has an extensive 
garden to the river next to land belonging to Thames Water, 
which is partially wooded. 
 
 
The water Intake was built in the 1960s so that water could flow 
from the river to Datchet Reservoir. At the point at which the 
intake leaves the river, recently eel screens, right, have been 
erected to prevent eels being harmed by being sucked into the 
intake. (European eels are an endangered species). 
 
 
 
Zone 2 is rural farmland with farm buildings and dispersed residential. The land has been farmed 
since pre-historic times. In modern times it is mainly put to fodder crops, such as corn and kale, for 
cattle. Southlea Farm is owned by the Crown Estate and until 2019 tenanted by the Berryman family 
who had a dairy herd and latterly reared beef cattle. Due to the land being designated for the River 
Thames Scheme (RTS), the farm ceased to be operational in 2019. In 2020 it is partially cropped, and 
its future depends on the progress of the RTS.   
 
There are two privately-owned plots of land near the Thames 
Water intake. One, backing onto homes in Beaulieu Close is 
owned by an individual, purchased at auction. Residents also 
attempted to purchase this plot but were unsuccessful. Another 
plot is owned by the Barker Bridge House Trust and was, until 
recently, used by the farmer for grazing. 
 
The Thames Path runs down Southlea Road. 
  

Right: Arable farming, view from the Thames Path 
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There is a small post box near the residential cluster on the eastern lay-by and also an electricity sub-
station, below. Some car parking by commuters takes place in the lay by. The lay-by on the opposite 
side of the road is usually filled by commuters’ cars and is used as a drop-off point for school buses.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Zone 3 Beaulieu Close 
The 1970/80s housing estate is of entirely residential land use. 
Most of the 70 detached properties have integrated garages, 
although a few are detached, depending on the shape of the 
plot. All the properties have open plan front gardens and 
private back gardens.  
 
 

3. Layout 
Zone 1 On east side, south of Riverbank are six detached properties, set back from the road by fairly 
large regular front gardens. Although built on generous linear plots, with long back gardens, there is 
not much space between the houses. The house on the corner of Beaulieu Close is at set at right 
angles to the others in a smaller linear plot, whereas the opposite corner plot is larger and square. On 
the west of Southlea Rd the dormer bungalow is set closer to the road but is surrounded by a 
spacious plot.  
 
Zone 2 Houses are scattered with, to the east, a cluster of cottages set close to the line of old road, 
now a lay-by, and the buildings of Southlea farm well back from the road down a private track.  
Two semi-detached Victorian cottages form the nucleus of the cluster, with three more modern 
dwellings added later in spacious plots.  
On the riverside are several detached house: Sandlea Court and Woollacoombe are small country 
estates with properties and outhouses close to the river down long drives. More modern properties, 
Vermala, Penlee and Poplars have been built nearer the road on ‘suburban’ sized plots, although 
Poplars is on an L-shaped plot which runs down to the river. There is no consistent building line.   
 
Zone 3 Beaulieu Close The layout is of a spacious 
modern estate made up of a series of four closes 
connected to Southlea Rd by a sinuous suburban link 
road. Apart from a footpath to Montagu Road, right, 
via Saffron Close, this is the only entrance/exit point. 
Building plots are fairly generous, although irregular in 
shape to accommodate the curved road system. The 
largest plots are in the last phase of the development 
(1981) and several have large extensions filling the 
entire plot width. Building lines are consistent. 
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4. Buildings 
Zone 1 
From edge of CA, on the east side are five substantial detached houses, below, built by Nelson 
Masters in the pre-WWII period. The house on the southerly end of the row has an additional annex 
attached to it which is set back from the line of the main property and appears to be independently 
owned.  They are all of individual designs 
and sizes, three being of dark red brick, 
with some dark timber cladding on the 
gables or façade and two are of brighter 
orange/red brick with mock Tudor render 
and timber on the gables. Most of the 
houses are double fronted, and all have 
casement windows with leaded lights. No 
17, as well as mock Tudor black and white 
decoration also has some patterned 
brickwork and is decorated with quoin 
stones around the central porch and on 
the corners of the building.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the other side of the road is Rivergate, below, a single dormer bungalow built pre-WWII of dark 
red brick, with sash windows and a red tiled hipped roof with dormer windows in the sides and the 
front. There is an extension to the north, with a lower roof and a conservatory to the south, and also 
a separate garage at the north end and extensive car ports in the front. (There is planning permission 
for this property to be rebuilt as a very modern flat roofed house largely made out of glass). 
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Zone 2 
The cluster of houses built on the eastern lay-by is made up of three detached properties and two 
semi-detached Victorian/Edwardian cottages. The lay-by is a remnant of the former Southlea Rd 
which was widened and straightened in 1964. About this time the cottage to a dairy farm at Southlea 
Meadow was demolished and the present 
bungalow, No 47, was built, with a piece of the 
former meadow included as its garden. Today the 
bungalow, right, which was refurbished recently, 
has a beige colour render, a red tiled roof with 3 
dormer windows and a gabled porch.  
 
 
 
 
 
Next door is Glencalvie, far right, a mid- 20th century 
bungalow so enclosed by mature hedging, with a tall yew 
hedge to the front, that the assessor could only glimpse its 
features. It has light red bricks and a grey tiled roof, with a 
large picture window in the front.  
Right, aerial view from Google 
maps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is an electricity sub-station before the neighbouring 
semi-detached pair of Victorian cottages which are 
Sandlea Villa and Southlea Cottage, right. 2/3 
bedroomed, with large flat fronted bay windows on the 
front at ground level and 2 sash windows above. The 
lower windows are furnished with single decorative cast 
iron pillars, decorative rails at sill level, and have small 
pediments above. The upstairs windows have the same 
cast iron decorative rails at sill level and decorative 
corbels below. The corbels are also seen below the lower 
window sills. The cottages are rendered in a grey colour 
with string courses at three levels and a larger moulded 
coving/cornice in the eaves. The roofs are slate, and have 
decorative copings on the gable end, attached by corbels. 
(Sandlea Villa is undergoing refurbishment at present and it is hoped that none of these handsome 
exterior embellishments will be removed).    
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Next door to Southlea Cottage, No 55, is Datchet Cottage, 
right, a late 20th-Century detached property of neo-
Victorian design – pale yellow brick, red brick string 
courses, sash windows, double-storey gabled feature at 
front with barge board matching upper gable and 
entrance, slate roof, red ridge tiles at small window gables 
at side. It is linked to a matching small house at the side, 
converted from the garage. 
 
Southlea Farm  
Datchet Village Society’s Fieldwalking Project found evidence that the deep loop of the Thames at 
Southlea was inhabited from about 6000 years ago up to about 400AD. The prehistoric settlement 
took advantage of a small ‘island’ of raised ground within the Thames floodplain, and Southlea Farm 
has occupied this land since medieval times. See http://datchethistory.org.uk/general-
articles/southlea-archaeology/ 
 
From Southlea Road today, to the left of the farm track is 
a modern bungalow, right, built in the 1970s when the 
old timber framed house from the 1600s was 
demolished. The bungalow is of mixed stock bricks, some 
timber cladding on the low gables and beneath the 
picture windows, and a grey tiled/slate roof. It was built 
by the present landowners, the Crown Estate, for 
tenants of the farm.   
 
 
 
Beyond the locked gate are numerous farm buildings, 
which include three old barns and several other 
outbuildings, right. 
 
 
The oldest barn is from the 18thC, right; it has a 
timber frame, red tiled roof and exterior timber 
cladding. The other barns are red brick, with 
similar red tiled roofs. There are also a modern 
sheds for cows and storage, of utilitarian design. 
By the old barns the line of the old road swings 
right and leads to another small cluster of 
buildings which in former times contained 
Southlea House.  
 
Local historian Janet Kennish says that the history of Southlea House and the farm can be traced back 
to early 1300s and by mid-1500s it had developed into an important estate. In 1583 it was bought by 
the Barker family who owned it till 1631. In 1706 it was inherited by the Lascelles family (later to 
become Earls of Harewood) who rented the land out to tenant farmers. In 1899, after Southlea House 
had burned down, Queen Victoria’s veterinary surgeon bought the farm and converted the barns to 
stabling for 67 horses. Very soon afterwards, in 1901, the Crown Estates bought the farm and site of 
the house (having also acquired the riverside land in 1897). In times before the Green Belt and other 

http://datchethistory.org.uk/general-articles/southlea-archaeology/
http://datchethistory.org.uk/general-articles/southlea-archaeology/
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planning restrictions, Janet suggests that the Crown Estates bought the land to prevent further 
development.  

Today the site of Southlea House is occupied by 2 semi-
detached cottages, called Monastery Cottages, built 
about 1900 and covered in scaffolding at present, left. 
Nearby are the remains of the estate’s substantial 
garden walls and some very notable specimen trees 
which it must have contained e.g. Cedars, a Redwood 
and several mature deciduous trees. None of the trees 
has a Tree Preservation Order. 
The future of the Farm and the farmland is not very 
certain in 2020. Much of the land has been earmarked 

for Channel 1 of the River Thames Scheme and the tenant has retired. The land still contains crops 
but some fields looks rather neglected. At the time of writing, RBWM had been unable to raise the 
funds for Channel 1 to go ahead. (See https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/river-thames-
scheme ) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Left, Google maps aerial view of buildings at 
Southlea Farm. 
 
 
 
 

On the side of the road, almost opposite Sandlea Villa, is the entrance to another, smaller estate, 
Sandlea Court, below left (aerial view from Google Maps). This L shaped building, (top left of image 
near swimming pool), which has several outbuildings is located on the riverside is at the end of a long 
private drive. Formerly known as Sandlea House, in 1780s it was lived in by an artist, William Oran. It 
was bought by the Crown Commissioners in the late 1890s. It is not known if anything of the historic 
house survives. Below right, Sandlea Court from the river 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/river-thames-scheme
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/river-thames-scheme
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To the north, situated near the road, up short drives are two mid-
20th century properties, Vermala and Penlee.  
 
Vermala, right, is situated at an angle to the road with a double 
garage set slightly back. It has picture windows, stone cladding on 
the ground floor and timber cladding above.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Penlee, right and below, is a bungalow of similar age. It has wood 
cladding on the gable end and around the picture windows, and 
some stone cladding near the porch and around the chimney. There 
is a car port to the side. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The neighbouring house is Woollacoombe. The present house is not easily visible from the road but 
the importance of the historic site is reflected in its impressive wrought iron gates and entrance. 
There has been a house on this beautiful riverside site since 1780, or earlier. The site was protected 
from flooding by a high bank (or bund) which was built in 1830 by the Barker Bridge House Trust and 
replaced ‘banks’ which landowners had been forced to build since the 1600s.  

Left, Google maps aerial view of 
Woollacoombe estate. This also shows, 
bottom left of image, Sandlea Court house 
and pool, and top right Poplars L-shaped 
block 
 
One of the grand houses previously on this 
site was Rosenau, owned by Evelyn Ellis, the 
motor car pioneer who made the first 
recorded journey of a motor car on English 
roads, from Micheldever to Rosenau. Built 
around 1882, it burnt down in 1930 and in 
1931 was replaced by a fashionable society 
rendezvous, the Pavilion Club. The club had 
a sliding roof over the central dance floor 

which opened to the sky. Unfortunately there was another fire in 1935 and although much damaged 
the building did survive and exists today as a private house, renamed Woollacoombe. The house 
appears to be a large single storey building, with several out-buildings and a tennis court.  
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In mid- 20C The Poplars, right was built in Woollacoombe’s 
grounds. It is relatively close to the road although it is in an L –
shaped plot with its own river frontage. The Poplars, and parts of 
Southlea Rd were flooded in 2014/5 because the owners had 
removed the protective bund from their garden. To date this bund 
has not been replaced although the authorities have tried to bring 
pressure on the landowners to do so. The 4/5 bedroomed house is 
plain, with small picture windows, rendered painted white walls and 
a grey roof. There is an enclosed porch linked to a single storey 
extension to the north side and a double/triple garage built on the 
south. There are several storage out- buildings around the wide 
parking area in the front. 
 
 
Zone 3 Beaulieu Close  
All the properties are detached and were built within about 10 years of each other, from the early 
1970s, and although there are several different styles and colours of materials, two thirds of the 
estate are of similar size (four bedroomed) and reflect the designs and materials popular in 
construction at that time. The houses are larger (4-6 bedroomed) in the later stages of the 
development. Many have been extended. The work was carried out in three phases and these are 
reflected in different house designs, although one or two designs are common in the earlier phases.   
 
Phase 1. The earliest houses were built on the north side of Beaulieu Close, as it joins Southlea Rd, 
and in the close to the left. There are about 30 houses, built mainly in two designs:  
 
(i) a two storey house with a prominent garage occupying half of the façade, with dormer window at 
the first floor. The rest being a well set back entrance and large picture window, with two picture 
windows above, clad in either white timber or dark red tiles. The brickwork is mainly light London 
stock (yellow beige) with the occasional use of red brick. The roofs are of grey tiles. Many of the 
dormer windows have had the original flat roofs replaced by pitched roofs with small gables.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(ii) Two storey houses with half the façade beneath a brick gable and the rest of the house slightly set 
back and clad with tiles to the upper storey, with the entrance and picture window beneath. Garages 
are to the side. Most of this design is in red brick, with red tiles, although there is a variation with 
darker tiles. Many of the houses have continued the small porch roof across the main lower storey 
window.   
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Phase 1 design ii, original and 
modified 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Phase 2: Built a few years later to the south side of Beaulieu Close, as it joins Southlea Road, including 
a small close on the right, and the area to the right of T-junction. There are about 20 houses, 
composed of three designs. From Southlea Rd:  

(i) 3 brick bungalows with small timber-clad gables and picture 
windows, two are built in London stock bricks and one in red brick.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(ii) A neo-Georgian design, in mixed beige/pink and dark red brick, symmetrical with a central portico 
with two pillars and steps, Georgian windows and a side garage. Below left: Phase 2 design ii, neo-
Georgian with flood mitigation measure. Below right: neo-Georgian styles, basic and extended 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(iii) Variant on Phase 1 (ii) with white 
timber cladding on upper façade and 
garage gable  
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(iv).Variant on Phase 1, (i) with white timber cladding. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Phase 3: The road takes a sharp left turn at the boundary of the estate, and finally winds right and 
then left until it terminates at the gardens of Lombardy Park. There is another small close on the left. 
Built in the late 1970s-early 80s, this part of the estate shares many common features with the 
Lombardy Park development, including the designs of the 24 or so houses.  
 
The house are larger and of three types:  

 
(i). A more rustic design in London stock bricks with mock-Tudor 
timberwork on the gables and upper story. The windows have 
leaded lights and brown woodwork. The small side close is 
entirely of this design. Some have been extended and have 
double gables to the front. 
 
 
 

(ii). A double-fronted house 
which is half tiled in brown or 
dark red and has picture 
windows (some have been 
changed to Georgian).  
 
Left: original and extended 
examples 
 
 

 
(iii) A mixed brick neo-Georgian 
with pillared portico and Georgian 
windows. Most of these houses 
have been extended and have 
double or triple pillars and 
extensions on both sides. One has 
red-painted bricks and is a 
property of considerable size 
covering the entire width of 

                                                                                                                          the plot.  
 
All the houses in the estate appear to be in excellent condition, with well-kept gardens and drives. 
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5. Streetscape 
 
LIGHTING AND SIGNAGE  

 
Zone 1. The urban area is well lit with LED footpath lighting. The edge 
of the zone is marked by two Datchet Gateways which state the 30 
mph speed limit through the village, right. 30 is also marked on the 
road. 
 
 
 
 
 
Zone 2. The Highway lights are less frequent, and positioned to light 
the built up areas and lay-bys only. The speed limit of 40 mph is signed 
and there is a Reduce speed/Road narrows sign (rather dirty), right, 
before the road bends towards the Albert Bridge.  
 
 
 
The Water Intake has prominent Danger -Keep out – Deep water signs, 
below left, and the Thames path is signed, below right, where it 
departs from the road, opposite the left lay-by and where it nears the 
bridge where it crosses the road and dives down to the river. Near the 
river are several Private Property-Keep Out signs. 

 
Beaulieu Close Footpath lighting is of the modern LED variety. The only area which appeared to have 
inadequate lighting was the alleyway to Saffron Close, which is badly in need of an internal lamppost 
as the bend in the footpath obscures the lighting there is. Signage is kept to a minimum, although the 
arrangement of closes can be a bit baffling to the visitor. 
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BOUNDARY TREATMENTS 
Most of the garden boundaries are marked with mature walls, some with walls, shrubs and trees, 
some with walls and railings or fencing and some completely covered in greenery. Very few 
properties have high fences, and gates are common, some electric. There are no open plan frontages. 
 
Zone 1 
The pre-WWII houses on the east generally have low walls with mature shrubbery and hedging and 
trees. Some have attractive greenery in front of their boundary walls. One house has a high wooden 
fence, as has the electricity sub- station. They look out of place. Most have manual wrought iron 
gates and wide pea-shingled drives, which are in keeping with the rustic house styles. On the west 
side the dormer bungalow has a high 
walls, above which can be seen a 
coniferous hedge, partially covering a 
tall car port. There is another tall car 
port (subject to an enforcement order?) 
to the north of the high solid gate. 
 
Right, wrought iron gates at Keswick 
(No 15); far right, fencing at electricity 
sub-station. 
 
 
 
Zone 2 
Field boundaries are one of the main characteristics of this area which is 
essentially still rural. With a few exceptions, the hedges border the fields 
from the Water Intake to the Albert Bridge on the east and from the 
Bridge to Sandlea on the west. Some of the hedge boundaries are 
hundreds of years old. They are very wide and have a diverse range of 
plants and trees. Species include hawthorn and prunus. 

Right View of Sandlea Estate from Thames Path 
 
 
 
 
 
The boundary treatments of the 
buildings are very individual. The most 
spectacular is Woollacoombe which has 
high ornate wrought iron gates and 
railings between important square 
pillars, right. The structure is built in a 
concave arc, which on the roadside is 
filled with a small formal garden of 
lawns and box-hedges. The wide 
sweeping drive is shingle. 
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Smaller square pillars are replicated in 
the bungalow opposite, no 47, without 
the railings which produces a much more 
open effect, right, whereas Glencalvie, 
has such high hedges of yew and 
conifers, that it difficult to see the house.  
 
 
 
The cottages Sandlea and Southlea have no front gardens, just low walls to mark the front boundary. 
Southlea Cottage has high wall and woven fence to screen its back garden which is at the south side 
of the house. Datchet Cottage buildings has low walls with railings and roses near the frontage and a 
matching high wall to screen the garden at the side, with small integrated flood gaps. 
 
Sandlea Court is accessed by long shingle 
drive, which is brick clad at the entrance 
and guarded by a low electric gate. 
Surrounding walls or fences are 
completely covered in vegetation to 
provide a high green screen which extends 
all the way to Penlee and Vermala. Penlee 
has a tarmac drive and tall wrought iron 
gates. Vermala has important brick gate 
posts and high wrought iron gates to a 
short shingle drive.  
 
 

Above left, Sandlea Court approach; above right, boundary  
walls covered in vegetation providing a high green screen. 

 
The Poplars has brick gate posts and 
wrought iron gates. Behind and to the side 
of the house the garden boundary is lined by 
a row of poplar trees and a fence, whereas 
the front is marked by a high brick wall, with 
conifers behind. Several bricked up arches 
are built into the base of the wall, right. Only 
one of them is open and grilled. It is 
assumed these are to allow river water to 
escape in times of flood. During the 2014/15 
floods a considerable amount of flood water 
escaped to flood Southlea Road. There was a 
terrific amount of water pressure on the 
wall which had to be re-enforced by the military. Poplars remains at high risk of flooding as the 
protective bank has not been restored by the landowner. The wall, above far right, was damaged in 
the winter of 2020 when one of the trees on Thames Water land came down. It is still awaiting repair. 
The brick wall runs all the way to Rivergate  
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Dustbin storage is generally not an issue, although bins were visible 
(not enclosed) outside 21A, which does not have a front garden, 
right. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beaulieu Close 
A feature of this estate is that the boundary treatments are open plan. Some of the earlier houses 
have low walls, or chain link barriers, with shrubbery and occasional trees, but in the main drives and 
lawns sweep down to the footpaths. There are hedges between properties and garden walls to 
screen back gardens but generally property owners have maintained the original concept of 
openness.  
 

6. Road use (non-motorised) 
Surfaces and footpaths: 
The road surfaces are tarmacked, apart from a small stretch near the 
Water Intake. There is a footpath along one side of the road 
throughout, although footpaths on both sides vary. There is no 
specialist cycle track. 
 
Zone 1 – From Riverbank there are tarmacked footpaths on both side 
of the road throughout the zone. On the east the footpath has a grass 
verge, with bollards to stop parking, which becomes very broad on the 
corners of Beaulieu Rd where it contains flower beds and small trees.  
 

Right: Beaulieu Close verge and Poplars 
 
Zone 2 – On the east, from the grassy path between Beaulieu Close and the lay-by, the path is 
surfaced. The broad grass verge at the lay-by disappears at the farm track. (This verge is parked on 
from time to time by a large van, with Liquid Leisure on the side. It appears to be for advertising 
purposes) The path continues to the bridge. It is bordered on the left by a mature hedgerow and 
rough grass. It is narrow at this point, considering the size of some of the heavy goods vehicles which 
go past at speed and when the traffic is busy it becomes polluted.  
 
On the other side of the road the path disappears outside Sandlea House and there is a grass verge, 
of varying widths, all the way to the bridge. The Thames Path (PROW) can be joined opposite Datchet 
Cottage and provides a more pleasant and scenic route to walking along a busy roadside. The grass is 
very worn in places, especially near the Thames Water property where the eel screens have been 
constructed. 
 
As a general comment, Southlea Road is normally very busy and often has traffic queues during the 
rush hour. It is difficult to cross, and in spite of speed bumps near The Avenue and the prominent 30 
mph signs, many cars exceed the speed limit. It can quite hazardous to walk some areas of footpath, 
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especially with young children, as the paths are narrowed by overgrown hedges and particularly wide 
vehicles pass very close by. Anyone with a push chair, or wheelchair, would have to be prepared to 
cross the road at least once, if they want to remain on a surfaced path. Residents also find it difficult 
to access the road from their drives due to the speed and density of the traffic.  
 
Beaulieu Close 
Road surfaces and footpaths are tarmacked. There is no problem of on-street parking as all the 
properties have both garages and driveways. Cycle paths are not in evidence but traffic is light and 
the roads appear to be safe. There is a key right of way through the area in an alleyway which leads 
from Beaulieu Close to Montagu Road, via Saffron Way. From Montagu there is a footbridge over the 
railway to the Recreation Ground. This is the only pedestrian link to the village from the Beaulieu and 
Lombardy estates. 
 

7. Traffic and parking 
(See also above) Southlea Road is a main road from Windsor and Slough to Staines and M25 and in 
normal traffic conditions is very congested in the rush hour when the traffic backs up from the 
Datchet level crossing. At other times of the day it is difficult to cross because traffic gathers speed 
rapidly after the speed bumps near The Avenue. These calming measures do help to slow down the 
traffic but the effect is temporary for some drivers. The speed limit is 30mph in Zone 1, 40mph in 
Zone 2. 
Parking for residents is easy as most houses have extensive drives and garages. Commuter parking is 
more of an issue and both lay-bys are filled with commuters’ cars on weekdays.  The western lay-by is 
more heavily used and the grass verges are degraded by vehicles from time to time. In addition the 
area has become a depository for car litter. 

 
Left, parking in eastern lay-by 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Left, parking in western lay-by 
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8. Green and natural features 
As described above, the area is rich in greenery, both from mature trees in gardens, on Thames 
Water land and in the old hedgerows bordering the farmland. The most impressive specimen trees 
are east of Southlea Farm, where the former Southlea House estate used to be, and there is a 
prominent row of poplars and a copse of mature trees visible near the river opposite the Water 
Intake. In addition the bright green creeper-covered walls close to Vermala are interesting - but it is 
the mature, wide hedgerows which create the rural character. 
 
Southlea Road is very close to the Thames in Zone 1, but the river is screened by private gardens and 
is not visible from the road, until the Albert Bridge, although the Thames Path closely follows the river 
in places. The hedges and shrubberies near the Thames Path are rich in bio-diversity.  
 
There is a drainage ditch to the east of the road south of the Water Intake which rarely contains 
water and is often in much need of litter clearing. RTS Channel 1, if it goes ahead, will be 
transformational to natural landscape and drainage. 

 
Beaulieu Close 
This is a suburban landscape. The only green features are garden plants, 
trees and well- tended lawns. In the south of the development some of 
the Lombardy poplar trees make a backdrop to the houses. There is a 
notable cedar tree, left, growing in the grass verge near the corner with 
Southlea Road. It is notable that most of the gardens have been 
maintained as green areas, although several drives have been extended 
and one of the bungalows has a covered the front garden area in 
pebbles.    
 
 
 

9. Views 
River and Home Park from Thames Path: Where the Thames Path borders the river there are lovely 
views across to the Home Park with avenues of trees, grazing animals and banks of wild flowers near 
the river. Approaching Datchet from Old Windsor, there is an attractive gateway into the village 
formed by a ‘tunnel’ of great trees and the mellow bricks and gables of the large houses.  
From the other direction there is a view of open country as townscape gives way to fields, farmland 
and the old tiled roofs of the farm buildings. 

 
Left, Thames Path views 
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Beaulieu Close 
There is a restricted view over the Southlea farmlands and beyond, from the southern boundary 
hedge and views out towards the river at the entrance to the estate.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

10.  Spaces 
Near the road are the wide green verges at the corners of Beaulieu close and near the eastern lay-by. 
South of Southlea Farm are open spaces of the ancient farmland. There are none in Beaulieu Close 
itself but the Recreation ground is only 5-10 minutes away over the railway footbridge. 
 

11.  Landmarks 
The Albert Bridge, left.  
The Thames from the Thames Path. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beaulieu Close - The Lombardy poplars.  
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12.  Summary of key defining characteristics/other observations 
Southlea Road 
On the approach to Datchet, most of Southlea represents the only remaining part which still has a 
truly rural character and contains important remnants of old Datchet farmlands. It is in the Green Belt 
but the environment is threatened by the proposed RTS. The DNP needs to look carefully at measures 
which can preserve the hedgerows, trees, open fields and the 18thC farm buildings as much as 
possible. 
 

The built environment is largely made up of mellow detached houses of individual designs. Apart 
from the pair of semi-detached cottages, no two are alike. It is not heavily built up and contains the 
only two remaining large estates in Datchet which have not been developed for housing.  
 

Another feature is that most of the properties are bordered by brick walls with mature shrubs and 
trees which help them blend into the rustic landscape. Where these have been replaced by wooden 
fencing, the effect can be jarring and sterile, and unfortunately there are several examples. 
 

Like the rest of Datchet, Southlea Rd suffers heavy traffic at peak times and there are traffic queues 
when the railway level crossing gates are down. However this does have the advantage for residents 
in that it slows the traffic down and makes it easier to cross the road.  
 

Speeding traffic can be an issue, although there has been an improvement since the traffic cushions 
were constructed.  
 

Many people walk along Southlea Rd to the Windsor Farm Shop, or along the road-section of the 
Thames Path to Old Windsor. They are constantly threatened by wide-bodied vehicles in areas where 
the footpaths are narrowed by overgrown hedges. Cyclists have no protection from car and lorry 
traffic.  
 

Parking is generally not an issue, with the exception of a Liquid Leisure Advertising van which parks 
on the grass verge near the post-box, and the amount of litter left by commuters parking in the lay-
bys. As a general observation the whole roadside suffers from litter thrown from cars. 
 

Beaulieu Close 
One of the key defining features is that this looks like a typical mid- to late 20th-century modern 
estate. The architecture reflects the changing trends from the late 1960s when prominence was given 
to the motor car in the design of the house, together with the use of timber cladding and picture 
windows, to the 1980s when a more rustic look, with brown window frames, became popular 
together with the revival of the Georgian design. The number of large extensions and refinements 
reflects the late 20th and early 21st century trend to develop houses to the limits of the plots and add 
as many bedrooms, bathrooms and family rooms as possible. The extensions are generally well 
integrated into the original buildings and the harmony of the designs is maintained. 
 

The estate is well looked after and seems prosperous. Gardens are very tidy and there is a total 
absence of any litter, parked cars or dustbins to detract from the attractively presented houses. 
 

The original open plan has been maintained and the ‘welcoming’ street-scene retained. This is in 
contrast to other developments in Datchet where high fences and walls have ‘closed in’ the street-
scene and changed the ambiance.   
 

Apart from low-flying aircraft, the estate is quiet and traffic free. 
 

 


